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Abstract
Detection of unusually high item response similarity usually conditions on the pair’s test
performance (e.g., raw scores), but often relies on assumptions of invariance of other examinee
pair characteristics. In this study, we examined the appropriateness of such assumptions for
selected examinee pair characteristics using item response data from the ACT Assessment. We
found that the number of identical incorrect responses on multiple choice tests were slightly
higher for same high school, female, and twin pairs. Pairs who took the same math courses and
received the same grades had slightly higher levels of identical incorrect responses on the ACT
mathematics test. Across the four ACT tests, twin pairs were about twice as likely to have a
similarity level described as a one-in-a-thousand event, all other shared characteristics held
constant. The results for twin pairs can be used to set an upper bound for the level of similarity in
identical incorrect responses that is due to examinee’s shared environment and academic
experiences.
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Relationships of Examinee Pair Characteristics and Item Response Similarity
Introduction
Cheating on standardized tests undermines the accurate measurement of educational
achievement. Students who cheat do not receive accurate information about their areas of
academic need, and would be less likely to receive the extra help they need. Students who do not
cheat are hurt by those that do, especially when the test is used for high-stakes purposes, such as
college admissions or scholarship opportunities.
Given the importance of standardized testing for diagnosing student’s academic needs,
identifying academic programs appropriate to a student’s achievement level, and measuring
aggregate school performance for accountability purposes, methods for detecting cheating are
increasingly important. Two forms of cheating by students have been the subject of most of the
research on cheating detection methods: copying and impersonation (Angoff, 1974). Copying on
multiple choice tests will result in highly similar or identical item responses. In particular, the
frequency of identical incorrect responses for a pair of examinees is often used as the basis for
measures of response similarity (Angoff, 1974; Bellezza & Bellezza, 1989; van der Linden &
Sotaridona, 2004).
For a group of examinee pairs, the range of possible identical incorrect responses depends
on each examinee’s number of correct responses on the test (e.g., raw scores). Moreover, other
properties of the frequency distribution of identical incorrect responses (e.g., the mean, median,
and standard deviation) are driven by raw scores. Thus, measures of response similarity based on
identical incorrect responses must account for raw scores, either directly or indirectly.
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Beyond raw scores, it is also possible that other factors affect response similarity. For
example, one might expect that two students who had taken the same courses from the same
teachers throughout their K-12 education would be more likely to have answered the same items
incorrectly and also to have chosen the same incorrect response options. More generally, it is
prudent to investigate whether examinees with shared life experiences, academic backgrounds,
cultures, or demographic characteristics have higher average response similarities.
In this study, we examine the extent that selected characteristics of examinee pairs predict
level of item response similarity. We address the following research questions:
1)

Do examinee pairs from the same high school have greater response similarity than those
who attend different high schools?

2)

Do pairs who took the same courses (in English, math, and science) and earned the same
grades in those courses have greater response similarity on the test (in the subject area)
than those who did not?

3)

Do pairs from the same racial/ethnic group have greater response similarity than those
who are from different racial/ethnic groups?

4)

Do same-gender pairs have greater response similarity than pairs of different gender?

5)

Do twins have greater response similarity than others?
Addressing these research questions has the potential to lead to enhancements in cheating

detection methods that are fair and properly account for examinee pair characteristics that are
naturally associated with higher response similarity. The research will help developers of
cheating detection methods understand if or how examinee pair characteristics need to be
considered when assigning probability values to similarity measures.
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Methodology
Data from the ACT Assessment program were used for this study. Since 1959, the ACT
Assessment has been used as a college admissions test. Because recent educational reforms have
set college and career readiness as the end goal of K-12 education, many school, districts, and
states across the U.S. view performance on the ACT as the appropriate goal for all students.
Among U.S. high school graduates of 2011, 49% took the ACT and the ACT was taken by
virtually all students in eight states (ACT, 2011). The ACT Assessment includes multiple choice
tests in English (75 items), math (60 items), reading (40 items), and science (40 items), as well as
an optional writing test. The multiple choice items in English, reading, and science have four
response options (three incorrect options); the items on the math test have five response options
(four incorrect options).
The ACT data were used for two general purposes: 1) constructing large “norm” groups
for obtaining distributions of identical incorrect responses (IIR) where copying could not have
occurred, for each combination of examinee pair raw scores and for each ACT subject test
(English, math, reading, and science); and 2) constructing a large sample of examinee pairs to
determine which pair characteristics predict response similarity. Next, the data sets used for these
two purposes are described in detail.
Development of Norms for Identical Incorrect Responses
One way to quantify an examinee pair’s level of response similarity is to first establish a
distribution of the similarity measure for a sample of examinee pairs for which copying could not
have occurred. This can be done by pairing examinees (who used the same test form) from
different testing centers (c.f., Angoff, 1974). We used data from the ACT Assessment Program
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(AAP) from the 2005-2006 through the 2010-2011 testing years to develop norm distributions of
IIR.
We paired examinees who attended the same high school and tested with the same form
on the same date, but who tested at different test centers. Item responses that were blank or
double-gridded were not counted in the computation of IIR for each examinee pair. For certain
raw score ranges, we calculated separate frequency distributions of IIR for each possible
combination of raw scores. For example, for the ACT math test, we considered raw scores
between 20 and 59 (a raw score of 60 is perfect and would not lend itself to evidence of copying
based on IIR). There are 820 possible raw score combinations for the 40 raw scores between 20
and 59. Table 1 summarizes the structure of the norms for IIR for the four ACT multiple choice
tests. Despite having separate norms for every possible raw score combination, the IIR norms are
based on very large numbers of examinee pairs, owing to the large volume of ACT testing and
the accumulation of data across six years.
Table 1
Summary of norm distributions for identical incorrect responses

Test
English
Math
Reading
Science

Number
of items
75
60
40
40

Raw
score
range
30-74
20-59
15-39
15-39

No. raw score
combinations
1,035
820
325
325

Sample size per raw score
combination
Min
Median
Max
8,734
85,221 214,175
8,171
113,524 227,598
48,749
299,153 602,079
12,997
264,567 748,990

The norms for IIR provide a way to quantify an examinee pair’s level of item response
similarity. For example, a nonparametric estimate of the probability of having an IIR value as or
more extreme as an observed value K, assuming a certain combination of raw scores, is obtained
from the cumulative norm frequency distribution for that set of raw scores. We refer to this
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probability as the IIR p-value. This p-value does not condition on test form, and so assumes that
the p-value is invariant to test form or that further analysis of the p-values will account for
possible test form effects.
Figure 1 below is the norm frequency distribution of IIR for the ACT mathematics test
for pairs of examinees who each had a raw score of 20. Because the ACT mathematics test has
60 items, the maximum possible IIR value is 40 (the minimum possible is 0). The distribution of
IIR in this case is bell-shaped with a mode of 8, and at first glance the normal distribution
appears to fit the distribution very well.
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Figure 1. Mathematics norm distribution of IIR for examinee pairs with raw scores of 20

However, close inspection of the right-hand tail of the distribution (Figure 2) reveals that
the normal distribution does not fit well in the extremes of the distribution, which is most
important when the goal is to accurately quantify the probability of a possibly extreme level of
item response similarity. This phenomenon is not unique to the mathematics test or this
particular raw score combination, but rather occurs frequently across the various norm
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distributions.1 For this reason, to identify cases of unusually high IIR we used p-values based on
the cumulative probability density functions of IIR from the norm distributions. Again, the IIR
norms used examinee pairs from the same high school who tested at different test centers.
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Figure 2. Tail of the mathematics norm distribution of IIR for examinee pairs with raw scores
of 20
Next, we describe the steps taken to construct a data set of examinee pairs with selected
shared characteristics.
Construction of Examinee Pair Data Set
We used AAP data from the 2010-2011 testing year to construct a data set of examinee
pairs with selected shared characteristics. All examinee pairs tested on the same day with the
same test form. In order to apply the IIR norm distributions, we required all examinees to have
raw scores on each test within the ranges covered by the norms (30-74 for English, 20-59 for
mathematics, 15-39 for reading, and 15-39 for science).

1

For example, in mathematics, there are 820 norm distributions (one for each raw score combination). Across these
820 distributions, the median percentage of IIR values that are greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean is
0.54%; under the normality assumption, we’d expect this percentage to be 0.13%. The same median percentages for
English (0.25%), reading (0.42%), and science (0.40%) are also greater than what would be expected under the
assumption that IIR is normally distributed.
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To properly identify shared characteristics of examinee pairs, we deleted records for
examinees with unreported race/ethnicity, those belonging to two or more racial/ethnic groups,
those with unreported gender, and those who did not report course grades for a sufficient number
of courses (we required 2 or more reported course grades for English, 3 or more for math, and 2
or more for science). Because we sought to identify twins, we also deleted records for examinees
who did not report their last name, first name, date of birth, address, phone number, or social
security number (twins were identified as having the same last name, same date of birth, same
phone number, same address, same high school, different first name, and different SSN).
Several data sets were created using various rules for joining examinee pairs together that
resulted in large samples of examinee pairs with various shared characteristics. For nearly all
characteristics studied, the resulting examinee pairs could be from the same high school (or not)
and from the same testing center (or not). An exception to this was the twin pairs, who we
required to have the same high school code to maximize our confidence in accurately identifying
twins. For most data sets, random sampling of students (among those available for joining in an
examinee pair) had to be used to keep the data set manageably small. Again, an exception was
the data set for twin pairs – there were too few twin pairs to warrant the need for random
sampling before creating the pair data set.
After creating each data set with the purpose of ensuring a large number of pairs with
each shared characteristic, we merged the data sets and removed duplicate pairs (pairs may have
been joined by virtue of multiple shared characteristics). Each examinee pair could have multiple
shared characteristics. To ensure that the effects of shared characteristics could be identified
statistically, we also kept over 647,000 pairs with no shared characteristics, except for possibly
test center or high school. Because we sought to study item response similarity levels that arise
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naturally (not due to copying), we then removed examinee pairs from the same test center who
exhibited such high levels of item response similarity so as to raise serious concerns of copying.
The rate of having such high similarity so as to raise concerns of copying was about 3 cases per
10,000 pairs of examinees. It is possible that some cases of no copying were also removed,
which would bias the rates of unusually high similarity downwards. We sought to minimize this
problem by only removing examinee pairs who exhibited high levels of similarity on multiple
tests.
The process described above resulted in a data set with nearly 4.5 million pairs of
examinees. Table 2 provides the number of examinee pairs for each shared characteristic, as well
as the percentages of those pairs who shared high school and test center.
Table 2
Summary of examinee pair data set
Shared
Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses
and grades
Math courses and
grades
Science courses
and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male

2,150,664
2,722,990

% same
high
school
100%
59%

924,165

69%

462,059

84%

564,605

78%

95,417
2,329,829
174,800

53%
60%
56%

55%
Same reported race/ethnicity
73%
59%

1,427,638
885,888

49%
49%

5,791

100%

60% Same reported gender
61%
Same last name, same date of birth,
same phone number, same high
school, same address, different first
98% name, different SSN

N pairs

Twins

% same
test
Definition
center
75% Same high school attended
100% Tested at the same center
Same English courses taken with
69% same grades earned
Same math courses taken with same
72% grades earned
Same science courses taken with
71% same grades earned
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Shared
Characteristic
None

N pairs

647,245
4,486,908

Total

% same
high
school
20%
48%

% same
test
center

Definition

None of the characteristics listed
41% above in common
61%

For each examinee pair, we calculated IIR for each of the four ACT multiple choice tests.
Using the IIR norms, we assigned to each IIR value the IIR p-value (the proportion of examinee
pairs in the norm group that exceeded the IIR value). We also assigned a statistic measuring
deviation from the norm group mean, defined as d =

IIR − µ

σ

where µ is the norm group mean

and σ is the norm group standard deviation.
The IIR p-value was used to classify IIR values according to the likelihood of observing
high IIR values by chance. P-value classifications of p<0.01, p<0.001, p<0.0001, and p=0 were
considered. (Note that p=0 does not mean that the IIR value is impossible, rather it means that
the IIR value was larger than any observed in the norm group for examinee pairs with the same
raw score combination). We examined whether the occurrence of extreme p-values varied
according to the examinee pairs’ shared characteristics. Similarly, the d statistic was used to
examine whether the center of the IIR distribution varied by shared characteristic.
Statistical Modeling
Statistical analyses were conducted to assess the extent that identical incorrect item
response similarity varied by examinee pair characteristics. Predictor variables were coded for
each possible shared characteristic. For each predictor, we present descriptive statistics for each
similarity outcome (mean and standard error of d, proportion with small p-value classifications
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of p<0.01, p<0.001, p<0.0001, and p=0). All analyses were conducted for each ACT multiple
choice test.
Linear regression was used to examine how the predictors (shared characteristics)
explained variance in d and logistic regression was used to examine how the predictors explained
the probability of having small p-value classifications (p<0.01, p<0.001, and p<0.0001). In the
regression models, all predictor variables were included simultaneously so as to estimate the
unique effect on similarity of each shared characteristic. Thus, the coefficients estimated from
the linear regression model represent estimates of the conditional mean d value for each shared
characteristic. Likewise, the coefficients from the logistic regression models represent estimates
of the conditional log-odds of having an unusually high IIR value. In addition to the indicators
for each shared characteristic, the regression models used test form as a nominal predictor
variable to control for any test form effects on similarity.
Distinguishing naturally occurring similarity from copying
In the data set creation process, we removed examinee pairs from the same test center
who exhibited such high levels of item response similarity to raise serious concerns of copying.
However, because the flagging methods employed are unlikely to catch all cases of copying, this
does not ensure that the resulting data set (and rates of unusually high IIR across shared
characteristics) only measures naturally occurring similarity. In other words, we cannot
determine with certainty whether higher rates of unusually high IIR are due to shared
characteristics themselves (and hence are naturally occurring) or are due to a higher
preponderance of copying within certain shared characteristic subgroups. To help address this
problem, we repeated the regression analyses described above, using only the examinee pairs
who tested at different test centers, and hence would have been unable to participate in
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traditional modes of copying. As mentioned earlier, removing examinee pairs with unusually
high similarity levels also raises the possibility of mistakenly removing non-copiers, which
would bias the similarity levels downward.
Results
Mean IIR d statistics
We first present the simple mean d statistics for each shared characteristic. Because
examinee pairs could have multiple shared characteristics, and because some shared
characteristics are more likely to co-occur with others, the mean d statistics are descriptive only.
Because of confounding, we cannot conclude with certainty that larger values for mean d are
only attributed to the shared characteristic in question. Later, we will present results for analyses
that attempt to attribute variation in similarity levels specifically to different shared
characteristics.
With such large samples of examinee pairs for each shared characteristic, most of the
mean d statistics are significantly different from zero (Table 3 in the appendix presents means
and standard errors). For descriptive purposes, it is most meaningful to examine the size of mean
d, rather than whether it is different from 0. Examinee pairs with no shared characteristics (other
than possibly high school and test center) had average d values of 0.02, -0.01, -0.06, and -0.08 in
English, mathematics, reading, and science, respectively.
The level of similarity for examinee pairs with shared characteristics is generally larger
for the ACT English and Mathematics tests, relative to the Reading and Science tests. Among the
shared characteristics studied, twin pairs consistently had the largest mean d, ranging from 0.18
in science to 0.50 in English. Same high school pairs had higher similarity levels, with mean d
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ranging from 0.02-0.03 in reading and science to 0.12-0.15 in English and mathematics. Pairs
from the same test center showed a similar pattern.
Pairs who took the same courses and received the same grades had higher similarity
levels, particularly on the English and mathematics tests. However, having the same courses and
grades in a particular subject area was not strongly aligned with higher similarity on the same
subject area test. For example, students with the same math courses and grades had an average d
of 0.16 on the mathematics test, but also an average d of 0.13 on the English test. Students with
the same science courses and grades had an average d of 0.03 on the science test, but an average
d of 0.14 on the mathematics test.
Caucasian pairs generally had higher similarity, again, particularly on the English and
mathematics tests. Caucasian pairs tended to have greater similarity than African American or
Hispanic pairs, who surprisingly had negative mean d values in reading and science, ranging
from -0.07 to -0.08. Same-gender pairs also had higher similarity on the English and
mathematics tests, with female pairs having higher similarity on the English test (mean d=0.14
for female, mean d=0.05 for male).
Rates of unusually high IIR
We now present the rates of unusually high IIR values, by each shared characteristic. We
express the rates as number of pairs per one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand, or one hundred
thousand for IIR p-value classifications of <.01, <.001, <.0001, and 0, respectively. Again,
because examinee pairs could have multiple shared characteristics, and because some shared
characteristics are more likely to co-occur with others, these rates are descriptive only. Later, we
will present results for analyses that attempt to attribute odds of unusually high IIR specifically
to different shared characteristics.
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By definition, the expected rates of unusually high IIR should be near 1 for p<0.01,
p<0.001, and p<0.0001. In the tables that follow, we only present rates for shared characteristics
when the approximate expected number of unusually high IIR values is at least five. We did this
to avoid the situation where only a few extreme cases can have a large influence on the estimated
rates. For example, there are 5,791 twin pairs (Table 2). Therefore, we’d expect approximately
58 to have p<0.01, 5.8 to have p<0.001, and 0.58 to have p<0.0001, under the hypothesis that
twin pairs are no more likely than norm group pairs to have unusually high IIR. Thus, for twin
pairs, rates are presented for p<0.01 and p<0.001, but not for p<0.0001 or p=0.
English
The rates of unusually high IIR for English are presented in Table 4. Nearly all of the
rates are less than 1; this is expected because IIR is a discrete random variable and the p-values
are defined as the proportion of pairs in the norm data sets that exceeded the value in question.2
Across shared characteristics, twin pairs had the highest rates of unusually high IIR for the
p<0.01 and p<0.001 criteria (2.33 per 100, 2.24 per 1,000, respectively). Shared characteristics
with the highest rates of extreme IIR values (p=0) were male gender (0.56 per 100,000), no
shared characteristics (0.46 per 100,000), same test center (0.26 per 100,000), and same high
school (0.26 per 100,000). It should be noted, however, that differences in the rates of extreme
IIR values (p=0) should be interpreted with caution. For example, of the 647,245 examinee pairs
with no shared characteristics, only three (0.46 per 100,000) had an extreme IIR value. The rates
of extreme IIR are extremely sensitive to single occurrences of p=0. The rates of unusually high
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For example, from the norm sample data, we observed that 0.49 examinee pairs per 100 had a p-value (based on
the norm sample distribution) below 0.01 in English. The corresponding rates in mathematics, reading, and science
are 0.60, 0.45, and 0.52 per 100, respectively.
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IIR did not appear to be different for examinee pairs that shared courses and grades – the rates
for the p<0.01, p<0.001, and p<0.0001 criteria were all near expected.
It should be noted at this point that the rates of extremely high IIR in English are
somewhat difficult to interpret because we cannot discern whether the higher rates are due to
naturally occurring extreme similarity or a greater preponderance of copying. For example, we
see that male pairs are more likely than female pairs to have an IIR result with a p-value of 0
(0.56 versus 0.07 per 100,000). When creating the data set, we removed cases of probable
copying, but it is possible that some copiers remained in the study data set. Thus, we do not
know if the male-female difference described above exists because males are more likely to
copy, because males are more likely to have extremely high similarity that occurs naturally, or
even because of possible confounding with the other shared characteristics. Later, we will
discuss analyses that attempt to address this problem.
Mathematics
The rates of unusually high IIR for mathematics are presented in Table 5. Again, across
shared characteristics, twin pairs had the highest rates of unusually high IIR for the p<0.01 and
p<0.001 criteria (1.54 per 100, 2.24 per 1,000, respectively). The rates of unusually high IIR in
mathematics did not appear to be much different for examinee pairs that shared mathematics
courses and grades. Among the shared characteristics with sufficient sample size, same science
course pairs had the highest rate below the p<0.0001 criterion, with 0.57 pairs per 10,000. The
shared characteristics with the highest rates of extreme IIR values (p=0) was no shared
characteristics (0.93 per 100,000) and male gender (0.68 per 100,000). Again, it cannot yet be
determined whether this higher rate reflects undetected cases of copying or naturally occurring
similarity.
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Reading
The rates of unusually high IIR for reading are presented in Table 6. Twin pairs had the
highest rates of unusually high IIR for the p<0.01 and p<0.001 criteria (1.38 per 100, 1.73 per
1,000, respectively). Among the shared characteristics with sufficient sample size, Hispanic race
had the highest rate of pairs below the p<0.0001 criterion, with 0.74 pairs per 10,000. There were
very few occurrences of the most extreme IIR values (p=0). This is likely due to fact that the raw
score range for reading (15-39) was shorter than that for English (30-74) and mathematics (2059). The shorter range of raw scores causes larger norm group sample sizes for each raw score
combination (see Table 1), which in turn makes it harder to obtain a p-value of 0 (the chances of
getting a p-value of 0 decrease as the norm group sample size increases).
Science
The rates of unusually high IIR for science are presented in Table 7. Twin pairs had the
highest rates of unusually high IIR for the p<0.01 and p<0.001 criteria (1.47 per 100, 1.73 per
1,000, respectively). The rates of unusually high IIR in science did not appear to be much
different for examinee pairs that shared science courses and grades – the rates were slightly
higher for pairs that shared mathematics courses and grades. Among the shared characteristics
with sufficient sample size, Hispanic race had the highest rate of pairs below the p<0.0001
criterion, with 1.32 pairs per 10,000. Shared characteristics with the highest rates of extreme IIR
values (p=0) were male gender (0.34 per 100,000) and same high school (0.23 per 100,000).
Similar to reading, the rates of unusually high IIR were slightly smaller for science, relative to
what was observed for English and mathematics.
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Conditional mean IIR d statistics
Earlier, we presented mean IIR d statistics for each shared characteristic (Table 3). We
observed d statistics above what would have been expected (greater than 0) under the hypothesis
that the sample of examinee pairs in this study is no different than the sample of examinee pairs
in the norm sample with respect to similarity. Because examinee pairs could have multiple
shared characteristics, and because some shared characteristics are more likely to co-occur with
others, we could not conclude with certainty that the larger d values of Table 3 were only
attributed to the shared characteristic in question.
We now present conditional mean IIR d statistics derived though a multiple linear
regression model. For each test, d was regressed on the full set of variables indicating different
shared characteristics. The resulting parameter estimates (one for each shared characteristic)
measure the contribution of each shared characteristic to d, conditional on all other shared
characteristics. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 8.
As one would expect, the conditional mean d values presented in Table 8 are often
smaller than the unconditional values presented in Table 3. This occurs because including all
shared characteristics in the model leaves less variation in d explained by each individual
characteristic. Across all four tests, the conditional d values were greatest for the twins, with
coefficients ranging from 0.13 (science) to 0.31 (English). High school was another shared
characteristic consistently associated with greater similarity levels, with coefficients ranging
from 0.04 (reading) to 0.10 (mathematics).
Same test center was associated with greater similarity levels, with coefficients ranging
from 0.02 to 0.06. Examinee pairs with the same courses and grades in mathematics had greater
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similarity on the mathematics test (mean conditional d = 0.03). Examinee pairs with the same
courses and grades in English and science had smaller increases in similarity levels.
Female pairs had greater similarity across the four tests (mean conditional d ranging from
0.01 to 0.06), though again the differences were small. Results were inconsistent across
racial/ethnic groups. Caucasian had greater similarity levels; while African American and
Hispanic pairs had smaller similarity levels. The differences with the largest magnitudes were
observed for Hispanic in mathematics (mean conditional d=-0.09), African American in
mathematics and reading (mean conditional d=-0.06), and Caucasian in English and mathematics
(mean conditional d=0.07).
The multiple regression models used to obtain the conditional d statistics were repeated,
but using only the examinee pairs from different test centers (Table 9). The results are very
similar for the two analyses. One notable difference occurred for twins. When only the twins
from different test centers were examined, the conditional d statistics dropped noticeably. In
English, d dropped from 0.31 to 0.12, in mathematics from 0.15 to 0.09, and in reading from
0.16 to 0.01. In science, d increased from 0.13 to 0.19. Unfortunately, only 136 of the 5,791
twins tested at different centers, so the standard errors for twins in Table 9 are large.
Conditional odds ratios for unusually high IIR
Earlier, we examined rates of unusually high IIR for each shared characteristic (e.g.,
Table 4). Now, we extend that analysis by examining odds ratios for each shared characteristic,
conditioning on all other shared characteristics. The odds ratios measure the percent increase in
the probability of having an unusually high IIR, attributed to each shared characteristic. For
example, an odds ratio of 1.50 for the p<0.001 criterion suggests that the odds of having a onein-a-thousand similarity level are 1.50 times higher (50% higher) for having the shared
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characteristic in question, regardless of other shared characteristics. For simplicity, we use the
terms odds and probability interchangeably. (When event probabilities are very small, such as is
the case here, event odds and probability are approximately equal).
One-in-a-hundred events
We first present the results for the p<0.01 criterion (Table 10). For twins, the probability
increased by 287%, 189%, 270%, and 234% for English, mathematics, reading, and science,
respectively. The probability also increased significantly for pairs from the same high school,
with probability increases ranging from 16% to 41% across the four tests. Pairs from the same
test center also had increased probability of p<0.01 similarity, with odds ratios ranging from 1.07
to 1.17.
Pairs with the same mathematics courses and grades had greater odds of p<0.01 on the
mathematics test (11% increase). Greater odds of p<0.01 on the science test were observed for
examinee pairs with the same mathematics (9% increase) and science (4%) courses and grades.
African American pairs were more likely to have IIR values with p<0.01, with percent
increases of 19%, 11%, 29%, and 24% in English, mathematics, reading, and science,
respectively. Hispanic pairs were more likely to have IIR values with p<0.01 across all four
subjects, with percent increases ranging from 27% to 52%. The odds ratios for Caucasian pairs
were statistically significant and greater than one in English, mathematics, and science; but
smaller than those for African American and Hispanic students. Female pairs also had higher
odds, with probability increases ranging from 12% in reading to 20% in mathematics.
The multiple logistic regression models used to obtain the conditional odds ratios for
p<0.01 were repeated, but using only the examinee pairs from different test centers (Table 11).
The predictor variable indicating twin pairs was excluded from this analysis because the small
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sample of twins testing at different test centers (n=136) did not permit stable estimation of the
multiple logistic regression parameters. The results for the different-center pairs were mostly
very similar to those for all pairs. For example, the odds ratios for p<0.01 for high school were
1.16, 1.41, 1.28, and 1.28 for all pairs and 1.13, 1.54, 1.35, and 1.40 for different-center pairs.
Notable exceptions occurred for African American and Hispanic pairs. For different-center pairs,
the odds ratios for p<0.01 were consistently smaller than they were for all pairs for these two
racial/ethnic groups. The largest differences occurred for Hispanic pairs in mathematics (odds
ratio of 1.48 for all pairs, 1.05 for different-center pairs) and science (odds ratio of 1.52 for all
pairs, 1.04 for different-center pairs).
One-in-a-thousand events
For the p<0.001 criterion (“one-in-a-thousand” event), twin pairs again had the largest
conditional odds ratios (Table 12). The chances of unusually high IIR similarity were 270%,
400%, 343%, and 263% percent higher for twin pairs (in English, mathematics, reading, and
science, respectively), regardless of other shared characteristics. For examinees from the same
high school, the probability increased by factors of 1.35, 1.36, 1.47, and 1.65 across English,
mathematics, reading, and science, respectively. Examinee pairs from the same test center only
had significantly increased odds in English (10% increase).
Statistically significant probability increases were observed for examinee pairs with the
same mathematics courses and grades on the mathematics (26% increase) and science (23%
increase) tests; other odds ratios for the coursework shared characteristics were smaller or not
significant.
Similar to the results for the p<0.01 criterion, Hispanic pairs were more likely to have
unusually high IIR values using the p<0.001 criterion, with percent increases ranging from 72%
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to 121%. African American pairs had significantly increased odds in English (52%) and reading
(68%). The odds ratios for Caucasian pairs were statistically significant in reading and science,
but suggested decreased chances of p<0.0001.
Relative to the p<0.01 criterion, male and female odds ratios were more similar for the
p<0.001 criterion. The exception was in mathematics, were the chances of unusually high IIR
were 29% higher for female-female pairs relative to other pairs.
The multiple logistic regression models used to obtain the conditional odds ratios for
p<0.001 were repeated for examinee pairs from different test centers (Table 13). The predictor
variable for twin pairs was again excluded from the models because the small sample of twins
testing at different test centers did not permit stable estimation of the multiple logistic regression
parameters. The results for the different-center pairs appeared mostly similar to those for all
pairs. In many cases, odds ratios were not statistically significant, owing perhaps to the smaller
sample sizes and the outcome occurring less frequently for the p<0.001 criterion. Differences
between the results for all pairs and those for different-center pairs were again observed for
African American and Hispanic pairs. For different-center pairs, the odds ratios for p<0.001 were
consistently smaller than they were for all pairs for these two racial/ethnic groups. The largest
differences occurred for Hispanic pairs in science (odds ratio of 1.94 for all pairs, 1.23 for
different-center pairs).
One-in-ten thousand events
For the p<0.0001 criterion (“one-in-ten thousand” event), the twin pair indicator variable
was not included as a predictor in the analysis because of the small sample size of twins and low
frequency of outcomes (Table 14). For examinees from the same high school, the probability
increase was not statistically significant in any of the four subject areas, though the confidence
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intervals for the odds ratios were wide. Similarly, examinee pairs from the same test center did
not have significantly increased odds for p<0.0001.
Statistically significant probability increases were observed for examinee pairs with the
same science courses and grades on the mathematics (67% increase) and reading (93% increase)
tests.
Similar to the results for the p<0.01 and p<0.001 criteria, Hispanic pairs were more likely
to have unusually high IIR values using the p<0.0001 criterion on the English, reading, and
science tests, with percent increases ranging from 142% to 268%. African American pairs had
significantly increased odds in reading (187%). Neither male nor female pairs had statistically
significant odds ratios for the p<0.0001 criterion.
The analyses for the p<0.0001 criterion were repeated for examinee pairs from different
test centers (Table 15). Pairs from the same high school had significantly increased odds of
having an IIR value with p<0.0001; the percent increases ranged from 37% in English to 72% in
reading. Pairs with the same mathematics courses and grades had greater odds of p<0.0001 in
mathematics (30% increase), reading (41%), and science (43%).
Hispanic pairs had greater odds of p<0.0001 in mathematics (71% increase). Unlike the
analysis using all pairs (Table 14), the analysis using pairs from different centers showed much
smaller increases in odds for Hispanic pairs in English, reading, and science. For the male and
female twin pairs, the results for pairs from different centers were not markedly different than
those for all pairs.
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Discussion
Revisiting the research questions
The study results help us better understand the extent that unusually high similarity
levels, as measured by examinee pairs’ identical incorrect responses on the multiple choice tests
of the ACT Assessment, occur naturally due to shared environments and academic experiences.
We now discuss how the study findings address each research question.
Do examinee pairs from the same high school have greater response similarity than those who
attend different high schools?
We found that examinee pairs from the same high school do indeed have greater response
similarity levels than those who attend different high schools. All other shared characteristics
being held equal, examinee pairs from the same high school have mean IIR values that are
between 0.04 and 0.10 standard deviations greater than others. The high school effect on level of
similarity appears to be largest for the mathematics and science tests. Examinee pairs from the
same high school also showed higher rates of unusually high IIR values. Chances of meeting the
p<0.001 criterion (on-in-a-thousand event) were 35-65% higher for examinee pairs from the
same high school. Surprisingly, the odds ratios for high school were only statistically significant
for the p<0.0001 criterion when examinee pairs from different test centers were considered.
Generally, the high school effect did not diminish when only pairs from different test centers
were considered, so we can conclude that the high school effect is not confounded by instances
of copying.
We theorize that examinee pairs from the same high school have greater response
similarity than those who attend different high schools because of shared academic experiences;
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many students from the same high school are also likely to have shared elementary and middle
schools and live in the same geographical area. Attending the same school (and possibly having
the same teachers) may slightly increase the likelihood of choosing the same incorrect response
options on the ACT.
Do pairs who took the same courses (in English, math, and science) and earned the same grades
in those courses have greater response similarity on the test (in the subject area) than those who
did not?
We found some evidence that examinee pairs who reported taking the same courses and
earning the same grades in those courses have greater similarity. However, the evidence was not
consistent and often the shared subject did not align with greater similarity on the test in that
same subject. Shared mathematics courses and grades seemed to be most related to greater
response similarity. For example, the IIR values on the mathematics test were 0.03 standard
deviations higher, on average, for pairs with the same mathematics courses and grades.
Examinee pairs with the same mathematics courses and grades had greater probability of an
unusually high IIR value at the p<0.0001 level (“one-in-ten thousand”) in reading (41% increase)
and science (49%). This is an example of the shared subject not aligning with greater similarity
on the test in that same subject.
Again, we theorize that exposure to the same types of courses in high school can lead to
small increases in response similarity and small increases in the chances of unusually high IIR
values.
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Do pairs from the same racial/ethnic group have greater response similarity than those who are
from different racial/ethnic groups?
All other shared characteristics held equal, African American and Hispanic pairs had
lower response similarity levels, on average. This finding is counterintuitive as we expected that
all shared characteristics would be associated with at least slightly larger similarity levels, rather
than smaller similarity levels. Further work is needed to understand this result. Caucasian pairs,
on the other hand, had higher response similarity levels, all other shared characteristics held
equal. On average, IIR was between 0.03 and 0.07 standard deviations above the mean for
Caucasian pairs.
Contrary to the results from the analysis of similarity levels, we found that African
American and Hispanic pairs had increased odds of unusually high IIR values, all other shared
characteristics held equal. Often, the odds ratios for African American and Hispanic
race/ethnicity were smaller or became non-significant when same-center pairs were removed
from the analysis. One possible explanation for these findings is that the higher odds ratios are
due, in part, to a greater preponderance of copying. Alternatively, examinee pairs of the same
race at different test centers could be different in some other way that confounds the relationship
between shared race and odds of unusually high IIR values.
Do same-gender pairs have greater response similarity than pairs of different gender?
All other shared characteristics held equal, female-female pairs had slightly higher
average IIR, ranging from 0.01 to 0.06 standard deviations higher across the four subject tests.
Female pairs also had consistently increased odds of unusually high IIR values at the p<0.01
criterion, but the female effect was not present or was inconsistent at the other levels of unusual
similarity (p<0.001 and p<0.0001). Male pairs did not show many cases of significantly
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increased odds, and those that were significant were not consistent across levels of unusual
similarity.
Do twins have greater response similarity than others?
Of all the shared characteristics studied, twin pairs had the greatest response similarity.
This is not unexpected, given that most twin pairs have shared the same home environment and
have likely had very similar educational experiences. All other shared characteristics held equal,
twin pairs had higher similarity levels in English (mean d=0.31), mathematics (d=0.15), reading
(d=0.16), and science (d=0.13). Interestingly, most of these values dropped significantly when
twins from the same test center were removed from the analysis. However, with only 136 twin
pairs who tested at different centers, it is difficult to speculate on what might have caused the
decreases. Twin pairs had significantly increased odds of having unusually high IIR values, with
odds ratios for the p<0.001 criterion ranging from 2.63 to 4.00. However, the overall rate of
unusually high IIR values was still quite small, even for twin pairs. For example, the rate of twin
pairs exceeding the p<0.001 criterion was 2.24 (per 1,000) in English, 2.24 in mathematics, 1.73
in reading, and 1.73 in science.
Limitations
Despite having an overall sample size of nearly 4.5 million examinee pairs, the study still
suffered from some cases of model instability due to data sparseness. This problem resulted
because we sought to study unusual events, such as having an IIR value representing a less than
one-in-ten thousand event. Also, one of the primary shared characteristics of interest – twin pairs
– had just 5,791 cases.
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The study relied on students’ self-reported data on courses taken and grades earned.
Inaccuracies in this data would likely bias the effect estimates towards 0 (e.g., odds ratios of 1.0).
This problem is most likely not serious, however, as prior studies have demonstrated a
reasonably high degree of accuracy in students’ self-reported grades and courses (Sawyer, Laing,
and Houston, 1988). The study would be strengthened by studying other shared educational
experiences, such as shared teachers, elementary and middle schools, and instructional programs.
Our data set does not enable more detailed measures of shared educational experiences. The
study also relied on students’ self-reported race/ethnicity and gender.
The inability to completely eliminate cases of copying from the data set used for analyses
is another limitation. When cases of copying exist, we cannot discern with certainty whether
higher similarity levels occurred naturally due to shared characteristics or whether they are due
to a greater preponderance of copying. A possibly remedy to this problem is to only include
examinee pairs who tested at different centers. We employed this technique, but did not want to
rely solely on different-center pairs because we would lose nearly all of the twin pairs. Also, we
cannot rule out the possibility that same-center pairs are different than different-center pairs in
ways (other than the ability to copy) that affect similarity. For example, 136 of the 5,791 twin
pairs tested at different centers. What were the circumstances or factors leading those twins to
test at different centers? Could those factors also be related in some way to response similarity?
Recommendations
Examinee pair shared characteristics that are related to greater similarity in responses to
multiple choice tests should be considered when designing systems for detecting unusually high
similarity. Even though we found several cases where shared characteristics were related to
greater similarity, the effects were not strong enough to invalidate systems that do not account
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for shared characteristics. For example, twin pairs had the highest similarity levels, but still their
rates of unusually high IIR (e.g., one-in-a-thousand events) were small (approximately two cases
per 1,000). This suggests that detection systems that only condition on raw scores are sufficient
and need little modification, even when dealing with examinee pairs that share home
environment and educational experiences.
Because same-high school examinee pairs are more likely to have greater similarity in
responses to the multiple choice tests of the ACT Assessment, a good design for detecting
unusually high similarity levels will use same-school examinee pairs in the comparison group or
benchmark sample. Other shared educational characteristics (e.g., same courses and grades) do
not appear to be as important and would likely be more difficult to implement in a comparison
group design.
The study findings on twin pairs could be used to set upper bounds for the level of
similarity that arises naturally, and this information can help stakeholders understand the
likelihood that an unusually high similarity level is due to copying (rather than chance or
naturally occurring high similarity). For example, a “one-in-a-thousand” p-value result that does
not condition on shared characteristics is at most five times more likely (e.g., one-in-twohundred) for examinee pairs with the most characteristics in common.
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Appendix
Table 3
Mean IIR d statistics (standard error)

Shared Characteristic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins
None

0.12 (<0.01)
0.12 (<0.01)
0.12 (<0.01)
0.13 (<0.01)
0.13 (<0.01)

0.15 (<0.01)
0.11 (<0.01)
0.10 (<0.01)
0.16 (<0.01)
0.14 (<0.01)

0.02 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)

0.03 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.04 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)

0.04 (<0.01)
0.13 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

-0.02 (<0.01)
0.13 (<0.01)
-0.05 (<0.01)

-0.08 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
-0.07 (<0.01)

-0.08 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
-0.08 (<0.01)

0.14 (<0.01)
0.05 (<0.01)
0.50 (0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

0.07 (<0.01)
0.07 (<0.01)
0.33 (0.01)
-0.01 (<0.01)

0.00 (<0.01)
-0.01 (<0.01)
0.19 (0.01)
-0.06 (<0.01)

0.00 (<0.01)
-0.03 (<0.01)
0.18 (0.01)
-0.08 (<0.01)
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Table 4
Rate of examinee pairs below selected norm group p-values: English

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins
None

Number
per 100
below .01
p-value
0.66
0.65
0.63
0.65
0.65

Number per
1,000 below
.001 p-value
0.61
0.58
0.57
0.53
0.59

Number
Number per
per 10,000
100,000
below .0001
with
p-value
p-value=0
0.44
0.28
0.43
0.26
0.56
0.11
0.50
.
0.58
0.18

0.68
0.68
0.74

0.78
0.58
0.91

0.52
0.39
1.09

.
0.13
.

0.71
0.59
2.33
0.55

0.62
0.56
2.24
0.50

0.46
0.60
.
0.48

0.07
0.56
.
0.46
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Table 5
Rate of examinee pairs below selected norm group p-values: Mathematics

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins
None

Number
per 100
below .01
p-value
0.79
0.70
0.70
0.82
0.76

Number per
1,000 below
.001 p-value
0.55
0.46
0.53
0.63
0.57

Number
Number per
per 10,000
100,000
below .0001
with
p-value
p-value=0
0.37
0.19
0.32
0.18
0.42
0.43
0.37
.
0.57
0.35

0.65
0.70
0.86

0.48
0.46
0.94

0.31
0.34
0.40

.
0.17
.

0.73
0.58
1.54
0.50

0.55
0.43
2.24
0.39

0.39
0.33
.
0.51

0.28
0.68
.
0.93
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Table 6
Rate of examinee pairs below selected norm group p-values: Reading

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins
None

Number
per 100
below .01
p-value
0.49
0.45
0.44
0.49
0.48

Number
per 1,000
below .001
p-value
0.45
0.40
0.37
0.49
0.46

Number per
10,000
below .0001
p-value
0.30
0.24
0.25
0.35
0.43

0.58
0.44
0.62

0.75
0.36
0.73

0.63
0.22
0.74

.
0.04
.

0.47
0.42
1.38
0.40

0.42
0.42
1.73
0.39

0.27
0.26
.
0.23

0.07
0.00
.
0.00

Number per
100,000 with
p-value=0
0.05
0.04
0.00
.
0.00
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Table 7
Rate of examinee pairs below selected norm group p-values: Science

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins
None

Number
per 100
below .01
p-value
0.60
0.56
0.55
0.61
0.59
0.55
0.62
0.53
0.80
0.55
0.58
0.49
1.47
0.44

Number
Number
per 1,000
per 10,000
below .001 below .0001
p-value
p-value
0.60
0.51
0.51
0.42
0.51
0.45
0.66
0.63
0.59
0.50
0.52
0.49
0.64
0.73
0.47
0.41
1.08
1.32
0.54
0.45
0.54
0.43
0.53
0.49
1.73
.
0.43
0.32

Number per
100,000 with
p-value=0
0.23
0.22
0.11
.
0.00
0.18
.
0.13
.
0.17
0.07
0.34
.
0.00
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Table 8
Conditional mean IIR d statistics (standard error)

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

0.05 (<0.01)
0.04 (<0.01)
0.00 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)

0.10 (<0.01)
0.06 (<0.01)
0.00 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

0.04 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)

0.06 (<0.01)
0.05 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

-0.02 (<0.01)
0.07 (<0.01)
-0.05 (<0.01)

-0.06 (<0.01)
0.07 (<0.01)
-0.09 (<0.01)

-0.06 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
-0.04 (<0.01)

-0.03 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
-0.05 (<0.01)

0.06 (<0.01)
-0.02 (<0.01)
0.31 (0.01)

0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.15 (0.01)

0.02 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.16 (0.01)

0.03 (<0.01)
0.00 (<0.01)
0.13 (0.01)
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Table 9
Conditional mean IIR d statistics (standard error), different test centers

Shared Characteristic
High school
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Gender
Female
Male
Twins

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

0.07 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

0.12 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.04 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)

0.05 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)

0.10 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)
0.03 (<0.01)

-0.03 (<0.01)
0.06 (<0.01)
-0.06 (<0.01)

-0.07 (<0.01)
0.06 (<0.01)
-0.11 (<0.01)

-0.07 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
-0.05 (<0.01)

-0.05 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
-0.08 (<0.01)

0.06 (<0.01)
-0.02 (<0.01)
0.12 (0.09)

0.00 (<0.01)
0.02 (<0.01)
0.09 (0.09)

0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (<0.01)
0.01 (0.09)

0.02 (<0.01)
0.00 (<0.01)
0.19 (0.09)
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Table 10
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.01

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

1.16
(1.13, 1.19)
1.07
(1.04, 1.10)
0.95
(0.92, 0.98)
1.01
(0.97, 1.05)
0.98
(0.95, 1.02)

1.41
(1.37, 1.45)
1.12
(1.09, 1.15)
0.97
(0.94, 1.00)
1.11
(1.07, 1.15)
1.05
(1.01, 1.08)

1.28
(1.24, 1.32)
1.09
(1.05, 1.12)
0.98
(0.95, 1.02)
1.04
(0.99, 1.08)
1.03
(0.99, 1.08)

1.28
(1.24, 1.32)
1.17
(1.14, 1.21)
0.99
(0.96, 1.02)
1.09
(1.04, 1.13)
1.04
(1.00, 1.08)

1.19
(1.10, 1.29)
1.16
(1.13, 1.19)
1.27
(1.20, 1.35)

1.11
(1.02, 1.20)
1.10
(1.07, 1.13)
1.48
(1.40, 1.57)

1.29
(1.18, 1.40)
0.99
(0.96, 1.03)
1.43
(1.34, 1.52)

1.24
(1.14, 1.34)
1.03
(1.00, 1.06)
1.52
(1.43, 1.61)

1.16
(1.13, 1.19)
1.00
(0.97, 1.03)
2.87
(2.41, 3.41)

1.20
(1.17, 1.23)
0.94
(0.91, 0.97)
1.89
(1.53, 2.33)

1.12
(1.09, 1.16)
1.02
(0.98, 1.06)
2.70
(2.16, 3.37)

1.16
(1.13, 1.19)
1.00
(0.96, 1.03)
2.34
(1.89, 2.91)

Gender
Female
Male
Twins
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Table 11
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.01,
different test centers

Shared Characteristic
High school
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

1.13
(1.07, 1.18)
0.92
(0.87, 0.97)
1.01
(0.94, 1.08)
1.00
(0.93, 1.06)

1.54
(1.47, 1.62)
0.96
(0.91, 1.01)
1.12
(1.04, 1.20)
1.04
(0.97, 1.11)

1.35
(1.28, 1.43)
0.97
(0.91, 1.03)
1.06
(0.97, 1.16)
0.99
(0.92, 1.08)

1.40
(1.33, 1.47)
1.04
(0.98, 1.11)
1.12
(1.04, 1.21)
1.02
(0.94, 1.09)

1.15
(1.02, 1.31)
1.19
(1.14, 1.25)
1.09
(0.99, 1.20)

0.92
(0.81, 1.06)
1.06
(1.01, 1.11)
1.05
(0.95, 1.17)

1.12
(0.97, 1.28)
0.93
(0.88, 0.98)
1.16
(1.04, 1.30)

1.06
(0.93, 1.22)
0.98
(0.93, 1.03)
1.04
(0.93, 1.16)

1.14
(1.10, 1.19)
0.98
(0.93, 1.03)

1.18
(1.13, 1.23)
0.96
(0.90, 1.01)

1.10
(1.04, 1.16)
0.99
(0.93, 1.06)

1.18
(1.12, 1.24)
0.93
(0.88, 0.99)

Gender
Female
Male
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Table 12
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.001

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

1.35
(1.23, 1.47)
1.10
(1.01, 1.20)
0.97
(0.87, 1.07)
0.89
(0.78, 1.02)
1.00
(0.89, 1.13)

1.36
(1.23, 1.51)
0.90
(0.82, 1.00)
1.04
(0.94, 1.16)
1.26
(1.11, 1.44)
1.14
(1.01, 1.29)

1.47
(1.31, 1.64)
1.04
(0.94, 1.16)
0.90
(0.80, 1.02)
1.20
(1.04, 1.39)
1.12
(0.97, 1.28)

1.65
(1.49, 1.82)
1.04
(0.95, 1.14)
0.96
(0.87, 1.07)
1.23
(1.08, 1.39)
1.06
(0.94, 1.20)

1.52
(1.20, 1.93)
1.08
(0.99, 1.18)
1.74
(1.47, 2.07)

1.08
(0.80, 1.46)
0.97
(0.88, 1.07)
2.21
(1.87, 2.62)

1.68
(1.31, 2.14)
0.81
(0.73, 0.90)
1.72
(1.42, 2.08)

1.16
(0.89, 1.51)
0.89
(0.81, 0.98)
1.94
(1.65, 2.27)

1.13
(1.04, 1.24)
1.07
(0.96, 1.19)
2.70
(1.56, 4.68)

1.29
(1.17, 1.42)
1.02
(0.90, 1.15)
4.00
(2.31, 6.93)

1.14
(1.03, 1.27)
1.17
(1.03, 1.32)
3.43
(1.84, 6.41)

1.12
(1.02, 1.23)
1.13
(1.02, 1.27)
2.63
(1.41, 4.91)

Gender
Female
Male
Twins
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Table 13
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.001,
different test centers

Shared Characteristic
High school
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

1.37
(1.18, 1.59)
0.94
(0.79, 1.12)
0.94
(0.74, 1.20)
1.09
(0.89, 1.35)

1.48
(1.26, 1.74)
0.85
(0.70, 1.04)
1.30
(1.03, 1.64)
0.88
(0.69, 1.12)

1.72
(1.44, 2.05)
0.64
(0.50, 0.82)
1.41
(1.09, 1.83)
1.04
(0.80, 1.36)

1.58
(1.35, 1.85)
0.84
(0.69, 1.02)
1.43
(1.14, 1.78)
1.06
(0.85, 1.33)

1.18
(0.79, 1.76)
0.98
(0.85, 1.14)
1.29
(0.96, 1.75)

0.97
(0.63, 1.49)
0.89
(0.76, 1.05)
1.71
(1.30, 2.25)

1.04
(0.68, 1.60)
0.64
(0.53, 0.77)
1.27
(0.92, 1.75)

0.60
(0.36, 1.01)
0.85
(0.73, 0.99)
1.23
(0.91, 1.66)

1.10
(0.95, 1.27)
1.11
(0.94, 1.32)

1.21
(1.04, 1.41)
0.90
(0.74, 1.09)

0.91
(0.76, 1.09)
1.25
(1.04, 1.51)

1.08
(0.93, 1.25)
1.01
(0.85, 1.21)

Gender
Female
Male
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Table 14
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.0001

Shared Characteristic
High school
Test center
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

0.92
(0.67, 1.25)
0.92
(0.69, 1.22)
1.33
(0.95, 1.84)
1.14
(0.73, 1.80)
1.36
(0.92, 2.02)

1.16
(0.82, 1.64)
0.75
(0.55, 1.04)
1.15
(0.79, 1.68)
0.94
(0.56, 1.59)
1.67
(1.11, 2.50)

1.38
(0.89, 2.13)
0.81
(0.54, 1.21)
0.93
(0.57, 1.50)
1.41
(0.81, 2.45)
1.93
(1.20, 3.12)

1.17
(0.85, 1.62)
0.73
(0.53, 0.99)
1.02
(0.71, 1.45)
1.49
(0.99, 2.25)
1.11
(0.73, 1.68)

1.13
(0.46, 2.80)
0.72
(0.53, 0.97)
2.42
(1.47, 3.98)

0.71
(0.22, 2.25)
0.83
(0.59, 1.15)
0.98
(0.45, 2.12)

2.87
(1.20, 6.86)
0.98
(0.63, 1.52)
3.68
(1.94, 6.98)

1.80
(0.82, 3.92)
1.04
(0.75, 1.44)
3.23
(2.01, 5.19)

1.00
(0.73, 1.37)
1.38
(0.99, 1.93)

0.92
(0.66, 1.29)
0.82
(0.54, 1.25)

1.18
(0.77, 1.81)
1.19
(0.72, 1.95)

0.96
(0.70, 1.33)
1.10
(0.77, 1.58)

Gender
Female
Male
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Table 15
Conditional odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) for IIR norm group p-value less than 0.0001,
different test centers

Shared Characteristic
High school
English courses and grades
Math courses and grades
Science courses and grades
Race/ethnicity
African American
Caucasian
Hispanic

English

Mathematics

Reading

Science

1.37
(1.18, 1.59)
0.94
(0.79, 1.12)
0.94
(0.74, 1.20)
1.09
(0.89, 1.35)

1.48
(1.26, 1.74)
0.85
(0.70, 1.04)
1.30
(1.03, 1.64)
0.88
(0.69, 1.12)

1.72
(1.44, 2.05)
0.64
(0.50, 0.82)
1.41
(1.09, 1.83)
1.04
(0.80, 1.36)

1.58
(1.35, 1.85)
0.84
(0.69, 1.02)
1.43
(1.14, 1.78)
1.06
(0.85, 1.33)

1.18
(0.79, 1.76)
0.98
(0.85, 1.14)
1.29
(0.96, 1.75)

0.97
(0.63, 1.49)
0.89
(0.76, 1.05)
1.71
(1.30, 2.25)

1.04
(0.68, 1.60)
0.64
(0.53, 0.77)
1.27
(0.92, 1.75)

0.60
(0.36, 1.01)
0.85
(0.73, 0.99)
1.23
(0.91, 1.66)

1.10
(0.95, 1.27)
1.11
(0.94, 1.32)

1.21
(1.04, 1.41)
0.90
(0.74, 1.09)

0.91
(0.76, 1.09)
1.25
(1.04, 1.51)

1.08
(0.93, 1.25)
1.01
(0.85, 1.21)

Gender
Female
Male

